• • What is QoS?
What is QoS? --Providing different levels of service to traffic Providing different levels of service to traffic --Delay, loss, and throughput guarantees are considered most Delay, loss, and throughput guarantees are considered most crucial crucial
• • Why is QoS needed? Why is QoS needed? --Different applications have different needs Different applications have different needs --The Internet is now a commercial network
The Internet is now a commercial network à à service service differentiation creates incentives for differentiated pricing. differentiation creates incentives for differentiated pricing. 
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Traffic Conditioning
• The most popular traffic conditioning algorithm is the leaky buc ket 
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DiffServ Characteristics
• Traffic marking (in-profile, out-profile) and enforcement is done only at network boundaries • Inside the network: Only differentiate a few service classes, based on marking of the packets 
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